
Reading 
development that 
makes a difference



Making the world a better place, 
one reader at a time.

Our mission



Lexplore offers assessment, insights and development in 
one place to support systematic reading development.

IMPROVED 
RESULTS

SUPPORTING 
TEACHERS

MOTIVATE 
PUPILS



Rapid decline in reading skills 
among children and young 
adults.

What?

The Problem

Reading is known to be 
the most important skill to 
succeed in school and in life.

Why?

Governments are struggling to 
find a solution and find it fast. 
The longer we wait the more 
severe the problem will grow.

Why now?



Systematic reading 
development throughout 

primary school



The Lexplore Impact
For the first time ever, 

progress can be monitored 
in a ful ly objective way

Made possible

A holistic use grows both  
weak and strong readers

Visible Reading 
Improvements

Year-on-year usage has a 
proven positive impact on 
Educational Organisations 
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Study on 3 .600 students  demonstrat ing an 
average reduct ion of  weak readers  by  70%

Lid ingö Munic ipa l i ty ,  Sweden



We have increased the number 
of good readers and reduced 
the pupils who need support 
with the help of Lexplore.
– Monica Lemmini, Principal Käppala Skola, Lidingö Stad

Case Study



Lexplore in numbers

250.000
Students

2.000
Schools

≈500M
Read pages in our Library

15
Countries with

Lexplore Schools

95% 600.000
Customer retention Screenings world-wide



Pupils

Quality reading development

School organisation Teachers
• More time

• Objectivity

• Evidence based material

• The right support, at 
the right time

• Equal reading 
development

• Motivation to learn

• Increased goal fulfilment

• Effective resource planning

• Increased collegial learning

• Include decision makers



Assessment

Lexplore’s Service

Powerful Insights Reading development
• Objective & individual test 
• Gain insights in aloud 

and silent reading
• Quick – 5 min per student
• 2-4 times per academic year

• Powerful visualisation of 
reading development

• Enables early interventions 
to increase results

• Follow progression over 
time 

• Automated books 
recommendations on the 
right level

• Fluency practice on the 
right level

• Digital and analogue 
reading log

• Guides to support teachers



Systematic reading development with Lexplore’s Metholdology



Reading development data asset that matters

Assessment

Reading development
• Automated reading 

development exercises 
recommendations

• All reading data in one 
place
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Lexplore’s Service
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Lexplore’s Service



Development in a school organisation



A pupils development



A pupils development



Insights
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Lexplore’s Service



Library – Staff view Library – Pupil view



• Created to support each reading ability level

• Developed by special education teachers and 

based on international research

• Ready-to-use yearly planning and lesson plans

• Improve reading comprehension

• Reading strategies for all types of texts

Reading development



Reading development

• Easy to log reading

• Get all reading insights in one place

• A great way to include guardians



A selection of Swedish Customers



"The first thing that happened when I started here in Landskrona
was that we failed a school inspection. To improve our results, we 
started working with Lexplore. It was easy to get started and we 
already see that the work is giving results. Now the School 
Inspection recommends other municipalities to come and look at 
what we do".

– Lena Hjelmström, School leader, Landskrona

”Implementing Lexplore has been a huge success for us. 
Lexplore is an effective way of assessing all students' reading skills 
and be able to analyze and follow up their individual results. The 
principal can see where resources should be spent based on what 
the results at the school show and the compulsory school's 
management can see how Uppsala municipality's comprehensive 
schools are located nationally”.
– Helene Folkunger, Uppsala Municipality

Testimonials



Making the world a better place, 
one reader at a time.

Thank you
Anna.kraft@lexplore.com


